Series Description

The *Teen Health Series* is considered a “leading resource for librarians, teachers, and students” (Omnigraphics, Inc. 2004-2011). Omnigraphics developed and published the *Teen Health Series* because “teens have a lot of health questions” and “whether they are wondering about their own health, concerned about a friend or family member, or writing a report for school, they need a reliable source of no-nonsense health information” (Omnigraphics, Inc. 2004-2011). Covering subjects such as sexuality, drugs, eating disorders, mental health, diet, and diseases such as asthma, cancer, and diabetes, the series currently contains twenty-three titles. Each volume deals “comprehensively with a high-interest topic and can be used by students for reference, research, and personal information” (Omnigraphics, Inc. 2004-2011).

Omnigraphics includes the *Teen Health Series* in its *Health Reference Series*. However, the *Teen Health Series* has “topics selected according to the needs and interests of people in middle school and high school” (Omnigraphics, Inc. 2006). *School Library Journal* recommends The *Teen Health Series* for grades seven and up. Frequent comments from *School Library Journal* reviews taut the series as being well organized, clearly written, comprehensive, and well documented.
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